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QUESTION 1

An agricultural corporation that paid 53% in income tax wanted to build a grain elevator designed to last twenty-five (25)
years at a cost of $80,000 with no salvage value. Annual income generated would be $22,500 and annual expenditures 

were to be $12,000. 

Answer the question using a straight line depreciation and a 10% interest rate. 

If you buy a lot for $3,000 and sell it for $6,000 at the end of 8 years, what is your annual rate of return? 

A. 10.4% 

B. 9.1% 

C. 8.3% 

D. 9.9% 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What do you call a person authorized to represent another (the principal) in some capacity? He/she can only act within
this capacity or "scope of authority" to bind the principal. 

A. Engineer 

B. Alternate 

C. Project Manager 

D. Agent 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3



The following question requires your selection of CCC/CCE Scenario 6 (2.7.50.1.3) from the right side of your split
screen, using the drop down menu, to reference during your response/choice of responses. What is the relative
frequency of unit costs amounting to $55.00/unit? 

A. 22.22% 

B. $55.00 

C. 2 

D. 338.5 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

_____________is defined as the budget for the cost (work) account times the percent complete for that account. 

A. Percent complete 

B. Forecast 

C. Cost to complete 

D. Earned value 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Productivity increases with time. This improvement is commonly associated with improvements in efficiency brought
about by increased experience and skill levels. What does this scenario describe? 



A. Productivity efficiency factor 

B. Value engineering 

C. Cash flow 

D. The learning curve 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

The written word is often more useful than the spoken. Guidelines for writing include: 

A. Use short sentences; use short words; avoid jargon and abbreviations; use complete sentences; stick to one idea per
paragraph; have a beginning, middle and end; be accurate 

B. Organize the background information; state the problem list the options or alternatives; state the recommendation (s);
conclude and summarize with why the recommendation is the best way to proceed 

C. Follow an outline; allow some time for "cooling" after compiling the draft before revising; when revising, allow plenty
of time for several sessions 

D. Explain, report, describe, clarify, define and demonstrate 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

An agricultural corporation that paid 53% in income tax wanted to build a grain elevator designed to last twenty-five (25)
years at a cost of $80,000 with no salvage value. Annual income generated would be $22,500 and annual expenditures 

were to be $12,000. 

Answer the question using a straight line depreciation and a 10% interest rate. 

The main financial objective of many enterprises is: 

A. To maximize the total long-term economic return 

B. Subject to a well-conceived quality control plan 

C. To balance opportunities and risks 

D. Dependent on the backlog projects and the availability of resources 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A major theme park is expanding the existing facility over a five-year period. The design phase will be completed one



year after the contract is awarded. Major engineering drawings will be finalized two years after the design contract is
awarded and construction will begin three years after the award of the design contract. New, unique ride technology will
be used and an estimate will need to be developed to identify these costs that have no historical data. 

After an individual\\'s safety needs are met, what needs would the individual be motivated to fulfill next in Maslow\\'s
hierarchy of needs? 

A. Belonging needs 

B. Self-actualization 

C. Knowledge 

D. Pay and compensation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A major theme park is expanding the existing facility over a five-year period. The design phase will be completed one
year after the contract is awarded. Major engineering drawings will be finalized two years after the design contract is
awarded and construction will begin three years after the award of the design contract. New, unique ride technology will
be used and an estimate will need to be developed to identify these costs that have no historical data. 

You are reporting on a roadway project, which was estimated to be 10 miles of road. It was scheduled to be completed
in 16 weeks, which is this week. According to your calculations, the project has a schedule performance index of 0.80.
What would you advise the management about the scheduled completion date? 

A. Project will be completed in 20 more weeks 

B. Project will be completed this week - on schedule 

C. Project will be completed in 4 more weeks 

D. Project will be completed in 12.8 more weeks 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

The four steps to writing are: 

A. Introduction, paragraph, conclusion, works cited 

B. Start, write, complete, revise 

C. Abstract, body conclusion, bibliography 

D. Plan, write, cool, revise 

Correct Answer: D 

 



QUESTION 11

The following question requires your selection of CCC/CCE Scenario 4 (2.7.50.1.1) from the right side of your split
screen, using the drop down menu, to reference during your response/choice of responses. At the end of 30 months,
the final price for the piece of equipment will be: 

A. $328,810 

B. $370,710 

C. $375,658 

D. $378,750 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

A major theme park is expanding the existing facility over a five-year period. The design phase will be completed one
year after the contract is awarded. Major engineering drawings will be finalized two years after the design contract is
awarded and construction will begin three years after the award of the design contract. New, unique ride technology will
be used and an estimate will need to be developed to identify these costs that have no historical data. 

According to Maslow\\'s hierarchy of needs, which level should be satisfied first? 

A. Physiological 

B. Self-actualization 



C. Safety needs 

D. Ego-status 

Correct Answer: A 
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